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Taylors Of Harrogate  

Taylors of Harrogate is a Yorkshire-based family business 
devoted to the craft of outstanding tea and coffee since 1886. 

We’re the creators of iconic brands and blends, including 
Yorkshire Tea and Taylors of Harrogate coffees.



Agenda

• Future Picture
• Planning process
• Balanced scorecard
• Implementation Team 
• Roll out
• Go Live – Training
• Live system – Video
• System Mobile view
• Factory View
• User Acceptance
• Benefits of the system
• Customer feedback 



Operations Vision  

Future picture

Best in Class Operations 





How we used to do it…

• Manual Data entry
• Reliant on the Operator to 

record each stop 
• Excel spread sheet that 

fed into a database once 
per day



URS (User Requirement Specification)



Balanced Scorecard

Vendor 1 Vendor 2 Vendor 3 Vendor 4



Implementation Team assembly

A very strong team, some having lots of previous experience with MES 
systems. Making the project install potentially easier but can bring challenges

Opex lead 
Lee Stephenson

Systems Engineer 
(PLC Configuration)

Operations System 
Manager 

(SFOL Config)

Systems Support OT 
Engineer 

(Joining the dots)

Engineering 
Manager

Project Leads



Inventory 
Operations

Inventory

Label Printing

Traceability – Consumption

Build Traceability

Warehousing
/ Logistics

Quality 
Operations

Quality Checks

SPC

Process Monitoring

Links to Documents

Concerns/CAPA

Supplier Complaints

Customer Complaints

Maintenance 
Operations

Asset Register

Maintenance Management

Repairs

Tool Management

Energy

Production 
Operations

Scheduling

Job Tracking

Downtime

Production Counting

Waste

Line Log Book

OEE

Labour

Modular approach suited our requirements
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Deployment plan

Start, to Go-Live

72 days



Training of Managerial and Supervisory Personnel

Summary of the training plan

• Operator Overview

• Operator support on line

• Feedback

• Follow up – Manager Training





Mobile and Tablet user interface



Andon, Dashboard and Operator screens



User Acceptance

How do we accept the system?

• Heatmap for each line along with each element of 
Master data for the pilot lines and beyond

• This will form the basis of the user acceptance for 
the site going forward

• The heatmap, in conjunction with the original 
specification and timeline, will formulate the details 
of the acceptance process of the product



Rollout plan

Rollout timeline

First 2 lines 
went live by 
mid April in 

72 work days 

All 25 lines live 
by first week in 

September
132 work days 



Summary

Highlights

• Great speed and agility with the installation of the system

• Working in partnership with Lighthouse in order to generate the detailed plan

• Agreement and alignment of central team was key to the successful implementation

• Regular project meetings with Lighthouse and ToH project teams

Lowlights

• Nothing major, we would have liked to have seen it working elsewhere, but due to the circumstances with the pandemic this 
wasn’t possible

Learnings

• Training of the core team was critical to gaining the knowledge from the Lighthouse team

• The focus on this was to ensure everything was correctly understood, thus minimising risk



Benefits of the system 

• Visually show the live performance of each line, enabling quicker response to issues

• Unlocking the hidden potential of machine running, e.g. plotting of each machine and displaying live data

• Mobile reporting and dashboards

• Operators reacting to the colours on the screen – red (bad) and green (good)

• Multiple options to display data in many different ways with a rich reporting library

• Operator adoption has been seamless, as they recognise the benefits of the system

• This has proved to be a huge; ‘win-win’ for the business



Questions


